Nonlocal correlations obtained from entangled quantum states are useful for device independent (DI) randomness certification [Nature (London) 464, 1021 (2010)]. The advantage of this DI protocol over the conventional quantum protocol is that even with untrusted experimental apparatus randomness can be certified. Although quantum entanglement is the necessary physical source for nonlocal correlation, these two are different concepts. There exist entangled states which produce no nonlocal correlation and hence are not useful for the DI randomness certification task. In this work we introduce measurement-deviceindependent randomness certification task and show that entangled states, having local description, can be useful resource in such task which otherwise are useless in corresponding DI scenario. [3, 4] . Thus generation of randomness must be based on unpredictability of physical phenomena so that the random nature is guaranteed by the laws of physics. However, classical physics being fundamentally deterministic in nature cannot guarantee such randomness [5] . But, if the world is supposed to follow the rule of quantum mechanics then according to Born rule the outcomes of a measurement performed on a system are intrinsically random [6, 7] . However, reallife implementation of such randomness generation procedures [8] [9] [10] further demand idealized modeling of the experimental apparatus which otherwise limit the reliability of the generated randomness.
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Randomness is a valuable resource for various important tasks ranging from cryptographic applications [1] to numerical simulations such as Monte Carlo method [2] , a useful technique which finds application in computational physics, statistical physics, physical chemistry, computational biology, computer graphics, finance and many other areas. Algorithmic information theory shows that true randomness can not exist from a mathematical point of view: for example, there is no infinite sequence passing all tests of randomness [3, 4] . Thus generation of randomness must be based on unpredictability of physical phenomena so that the random nature is guaranteed by the laws of physics. However, classical physics being fundamentally deterministic in nature cannot guarantee such randomness [5] . But, if the world is supposed to follow the rule of quantum mechanics then according to Born rule the outcomes of a measurement performed on a system are intrinsically random [6, 7] . However, reallife implementation of such randomness generation procedures [8] [9] [10] further demand idealized modeling of the experimental apparatus which otherwise limit the reliability of the generated randomness.
To overcome this issue, nonlocality based [11] [12] [13] and DI technique [14] [15] [16] [17] has been applied for generating randomness. In Ref. [18] , Pironio et al. have shown that the correlations of entangled quantum particles can be used to certify the presence of genuine randomness and they have designed a new type of cryptographically secure random number generator (RNG) which does not require any assumption on the internal working of the devices. The work of Pironio et al. has been further analyzed in different works [19] [20] [21] . The key point is that randomness in the outcomes of measurements performed on the separated parts of the entangled quantum systems can be certified in DI way if the correlation obtained from the entangled state violates a Bell inequality (BI). But, it is well known that nonlocality [22] and entanglement [23] are two different concepts. Not all entangled states violate BI, rather there exists * Electronic address: manik11ju@gmail.com entangled states for which measurement statistics can be simulated locally [24, 25] . Therefore, such local entangled states are not useful physical (re)source for DI randomness certification. In this work we show that these local entangled states can be potentially useful resource for measurement-device-independent (MDI) randomness certification task, an intermediate scenario between that of the DI scenario and the conventional quantum one.
The concept of MDI information processing scenario has been independently introduced in Ref. [26] and Ref. [27] , where the authors have presented the idea of MDI-quantum key distribution (MDI-QKD) protocol. The important benefit of the MDI protocol over the conventional quantum one is that it requires no trust in the measurement device and hence comes the name. But, in contrast to DI scenario one drawback of MDI scenario is that it requires almost perfect state preparation device (PD). However, in the case of key distribution the MDI technique offers an immense security advantage over standard security proofs such as InamoriLütkenhaus-Mayers [28] and Gottesman-Lo-Lütkenhaus-Preskill [29] as it removes any possibility of side-channel attacks [26, 27] . Moreover, the key generation rate in the MDI-QKD is higher than the DI-QKD and comparable with the conventional QKD. Recently, Branciard et al. have proved another interesting result in the MDI framework [30] . They have shown that presence of entanglement in any multi-partite quantum state can be demonstrated even with untrusted measurement apparatuses. This can be done with the help of MDI-entangled witness (MDI-EW) which can be systematically obtained from the standard EW [31] . To arrive at their conclusion Branciard et al. have used an important result recently derived by F. Buscemi [32] . Buscemi generalized the nonlocal Bell game scenario where instead of classical inputs, specifying which measurements to be performed, the participating parties receive quantum inputs (Buscemi named it as semi-quantum nonlocal game (SG)); and he showed that all entangled states provide an advantage over separable states for such a SG [32] . In this work we first introduce the task called MDI randomness certification and then using Buscemi's SG frame-work we prove that local entangled states can be useful resource for MDI-randomness certification. Considering a particular SG, introduced in Ref. [33] , we find a lower bound on the amount of MDI-certified randomness which can be certified by two-qubit entangled Werner states (
. It is known that Werner states with visibility parameter v > 1/3 are entangled and our result shows that all of these states are useful for MDI randomness certification (see Fig.3 ), whereas only a subset of these states (Werner states with v > 1/ √ 2) violate BI and hence only those are useful for DI randomness certification [18] .
Bell nonlocality and randomness: A bipartite Bell scenario with m different measurements per subsystem, each measurement having d possible results, is characterized by the joint probabilities P AB|XY = {p(ab|xy)}, with measurement results denoted by a, b ∈ {1, 2, ..., d} and measurements denoted by x, y ∈ {1, 2, ..., m}. The quantum distribution P Q AB|XY is of the form
where ρ is a quantum state (density operator) in some tensor product Hilbert space H A ⊗ H B and [35, 36] (see [22] for a review on Bell's nonlocality). The randomness associated with the probability distribution P AB|XY is quantified by the min-entropy H ∞ (AB|XY ) = − log 2 max ab p(ab|xy) = min ab [− log 2 p(ab|xy)] [37] . In Ref. [18] , Pironio et al. have derived a DI lower bound on the min-entropy for a given Bell violation I, i.e., H ∞ (AB|XY ) ≥ f (I).
In DI randomness certification scenario one (Say Alice) has a private place from where classical inputs x ∈ X and y ∈ Y , chosen with probability distributions P X (x) and P Y (y), respectively, are sent to two measurement devices (MD1 and MD2 respectively) through some secure classical communication channels. The inputs prescribe the measurement devices to perform some POVM {M a|x | M a|x ≥ 0 ∀a; a M a|x = I H A } and {M b|y | M b|y ≥ 0 ∀b; b M b|y = I H B } on some quantum state ρ, shared between the two devices. Once the inputs are received, no classical communication between the measurement devices MD1 and MD2 is allowed. Alice takes the outputs which should have produced by the measurement devices by performing POVMs on some shared quantum state, but she does not worry about the particular POVMs as well as the particular state, i.e., Alice does not need to trust the measurement apparatus. If the input-output probability distribution {p(ab|xy)} violates Bell expression I, then min-entropy associated with the corresponding distribution is non zero and thus randomness associated with the distribution {p(ab|xy)} is certified in DI way. In this case the randomness is certified by the Bell's theorem which says that no localdeterministic correlation can violates BI and hence no cheating strategy is possible. The setup for DI randomness certification is depicted in Fig.1 . To obtain a lower bound in the min-entropy corresponding to a given Bell violation I, the following optimization problem is performed:
the optimization is performed over all states and all POVMs defined over Hilbert space of arbitrary dimension. The second condition is to ensure that the obtain correlation is quantum one. Denoting the optimized solution as p * q (ab|xy) the minimum min-entropy associated with Bell violation I and quantum theory is then given by H ∞ (AB|XY ) = − log 2 max ab p * q (ab|xy). One may, however, be interested in the lower bound of min-entropy obtained under no signaling (NS) condition only, but no consideration of quantum theory; which mean that instead of the quantum state any NS correlation is allowed to share between the measurement devices. In that case, the optimization problem described in Eq. 
The lower bound on min-entropy corresponding to Bell violation I in NS framework is therefore H ∞ (AB|XY ) = − log 2 max ab p * ns (ab|xy). One of the important result of the Ref. [18] is that DI lower bound for the min-entropy corresponding to a Bell violation I obtained under consideration of quantum framework is higher than that obtained under consideration of NS framework.
Semi-quantum nonlocal game scenario: Like standard Bell game scenario in this case also Alice chooses classical inputs x ∈ X and y ∈ Y with probability distributions P X (x) and P Y (y), respectively. But, instead of sending these classical inputs to the measurement devices she encodes the information of these inputs into sets of quantum states {|φ x α } x∈X and {|ψ y β } y∈Y , chosen from Hilbert spaces H α and H β , respectively. In general the quantum states may be chosen from nonorthogonal set (more generally from linearly dependent set of states). The quantum states are then sent to the measurement devices MD1 (MD2) through a quantum channel. Given these quantum states the measurement device MD1 (MD2) produces outcomes a (b) by performing POVMs on the combined state of the system obtained from Alice and part of a bipartite state ρ αβ , shared between the two measurement devices MD1 and MD2, i.e.,
where
is the POVM performed on the composite system H α ⊗ H α (H β ⊗ H β ) to produce the outcomes a and b. {p ρ αβ (ab||φ x,y denotes the corresponding quantum inputs and classical outputs probability distribution.
This generalized version of nonlocal Bell game scenario has been introduced by F. Buscemi in Ref. [32] . In this generalized framework Buscemi proved a very strong result which says that if the shared state between the measurement devices MD1 and MD2 is entangled one then Alice can choose the input quantum states in such way that the produced correlation can not be achieved by local operation and shared randomness (LOSR). Interesting results have been proved concerning simulation of such correlation with non-quantum resources [33, 38] . In Ref. [33] Rosset et al. show that in SG scenario any entangled state can generate correlations that cannot be simulated by local operation and classical correlation (LOCC), even if there is no restriction on the amount of classical correlation. They have arrived at this conclusion by deriving Bell like inequality for any given entangled state. Using similar technique MDI-EW formulation procedure is discussed in Ref. [30] . Considering such Bell like inequality, in the following, we explicitly show that all two-qubit entangled Werner states are useful for MDI randomness certification.
Consider the following SG, introduced in Ref. [33] . The input quantum states are chosen from a regular tetrahedron on the Bloch sphere i.e.,
for x, y = 1, .., 4 we have
and v 4 = ; and σ = (σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 ) with σ i (i = 1, 2, 3) being the Pauli matrices. The POVM {M α α a } a∈{0,1} is given by
. Same POVM is considered at constructed the following MDI-EW [30] :
here P denotes the probability distribution {p(a, b||φ x , |ψ y )|a, b = 0, 1; x, y = 1, .., 4}. The MDI-EW considered in Eq. (7) is actually a Bell type inequality for the two-qubit entangled Werner with
which is negative for v > 1 3 . For any separable state ρ, I(P ρ ) = 0, as separable states are the end points of the semi-quantum game relation ' sq ' defined in [32] .
MDI randomness certification: We now show that in SG scenario, randomness can be certified for all two-qubit entangled Werner states even when measurement apparatus remain untrusted. The set up for MDI randomness certification is depicted in Fig.2 . In this case, Alice has to possess a perfect state PD at her private place in contrast to the DI randomness certification scenario (Fig.1) . The quantum states, chosen from the set described in Eq. (5) are prepared by PD and are sent to measurement devices MD1 and MD2 through quantum channels. At this stage Alice is concerned about the security of the quantum channels, so that no leakage of information about the classical index x (or y) is occurred. However, in DI scenario classical communication is not allowed between the measurement devices, but in this case due to strong no-go theorem of Rosset et al. [33] there is no restriction on classical communication between the measurement devices, but quantum state transfer between the measurement devices is not allowed. Both the devices should produce outcomes a, b ∈ {1, 0} by performing measurement in {|φ + φ + |, I − |φ + φ + |} basis. However, Alice does not need to trust the measurement devices. She only collects the outcomes and tests whether following two conditions are satisfied; (i) Eq. (7) |ψ y are chosen from a linearly dependent set of density operators (one of the tetrahedron states), so unambiguous discrimination of the states is not possible [39] .
(ii) p(a, b||φ x , |ψ x are same i.e., outcome probabilities are equal when identical quantum inputs are sent to the measurement devices.
If both the conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied then we find that there is a non-zero min-entropy associated with the distribution P = {p(ab||φ x , |ψ y )}. To find the lower bound of the min-entropy we first solve the following optimization problem:
The second and third conditions denote respectively positivity and normalization. The fourth condition denotes the fact that Alice's outcomes cannot depend on the quantum states sent to Bob (no leakage of the classical information) and the fifth condition denotes the same thing in the reverse direction. The lower bound on min-entropy associated with P is calculated as H ∞ (ab||φ
. Varying the value of I(P )(= 3v−1 16 ) in the optimization problem described in Eq.(8) we find the lower bound of the min-entropy and in Fig.3 we plot this lower bound with respect to the visibility parameter v. As Eq. (7) cannot be violated with LOSR [32] (even with the help of CC [33] ), so no local cheating strategy is possible. Any two-qubit entangled Werner state satisfies the required conditions (i) and (ii)and so from Fig.3 it is clear that all of them are useful in certifying randomness in MDI way. Here, it is important to note that only a subclass of the two-qubit entangled Werner states (states with v > 1 √ 2
) violates BI and hence only those are useful in DI randomness certification task as considered in Ref. [18] .
DI randomness certification and generation are intense area of research which draws much attention in recent time [18] [19] [20] [21] [40] [41] [42] [43] . The key ingredient of these tasks is the presence of nonlocal correlation which is physically obtained from quantum entangled states. But not all entangled states produce such nonlocal correlation and hence have no use in DI randomness certification. In this work we introduce the concept of MDI randomness certification task and using a recently proposed novel concept of semi-quantum nonlocal game we show that all twoqubit entangled Werner states are useful in MDI randomness certification where some of these states are indeed useless in DI randomness certification. One immediate extension of our work is to study the MDI randomness certification task with other classes of Bell local entangled states. It is also an interesting question whether MDI-QKD is possible with local entangled states. In Ref. [44] the authors have shown that relaxation of 'measurement independence' assumption in Bell's theorem potentially enhance the adversary's capabilities in the task of randomness expansion. On the other hand in Ref. [38] the author has shown that correlations achieved in SG can be simulated by reducing 'measurement independence'. In light of these two results it will be interesting to study the effect of reduced 'measurement independence' in MDI randomness certification task.
